Rosters (New 21-22)
MIAA Modification – Rosters are not required to be submitted to game officials.

Warm up Area
Due to MIAA modifications, a definition of warm up area must be added to the rules. The warm-up area begins at the end of the team bench or at the end line (whichever is nearer the scorer’s table), and is located at least six feet from the court and service zone.

Coaches Standing
MIAA modification - All coaches may stand from the attack line and into the warm up area as long as they remain at least six feet from the sideline when the ball is in play. When the ball is out of play, coaches may go to the sideline to coach their players.

Coach Misconduct
MIAA Modification - Coaches are not required to sit after a misconduct card.

Players Standing
MIAA modification - Players may stand in the warm up area but must remain at least six feet from the sideline when the ball is in play.

Scoresheets
MIAA modification – MIAA will be used. As a result, a re-serve symbol has been added to indicate that a re-serve has been awarded. RS is entered in a circle in the scoring section. R2 is not required to initial score sheets.

Switching Sides
MIAA modification - Varsity Teams will switch sides at 8 points in the deciding set.

Timelines
A clock should be set as early as possible to indicate the start time of the match. A minimum of 15 minutes is required and should be started at the conclusion of the prematch conference with the head coaches.

3:00 - Line ups are due. *Note*: if submitted early, changes can be made up to 3 mins without penalty.

After 3:00 -changes require a substitution.

At 1:00- Sets 2 thru 5 line-ups due

After 1:00 - No changes can be made to the lineup without a substitution charged to the team.